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intentions is very clear and precise. . He assigns, in hi' will, tity of he<lt increased a little more rapidly than the deflection. 
1 a year as the salary of a reader m anatomy; 5o!. fc,r ex· More accurate results were obtained by immersing the lower 

of two bodies and dissection; 30!. to a reader in mathe· end of the tube in the calorimeter; under these circumstances 
pc\ics and physics, and the remainder to be given in annual the quantity of heat collected when the electrode was negative 

of 10/. to scholars from \Vestminster School. The trust was 22·8 times as great as in the experiments in which it was 
worth 3.400/. annually. It is spoken of in the return positive, and while the deflection of the galvanometer varied 

btade by Christ Church to the Commissioners of 1874 as "Dr. from roo to 640, the rise of temperature divided by the deflec
for Senior Students in Natural Science." tions increased from roo to 120 only. 

This is not quite accurate : firstly, because Dr. Lee designed the It being suspected that the different effects at the two elec· 
lllajor portion of his benefaction for students in anatomy as trades might be due to a cause similar to the Peltier effect in 
bearing on medicine, and not for natural science generally; and, solid conductors, an attempt was made to discover if the po;i
<econdly, became Christ Church uses nearly half of Dr. Lee's tive electrode is cooled during the passage of the electricity. 
trust-money to pay classical scholars from \Vestminster School; There appeared to be a very slight diminution of tempe1 ature at 
whilst the remainder is used to support a most efficient chemical , the commencement of the experiment, but it was soon marl,ed 
laboratory, and to pay, in part, the salaries of the accomplished I by the conduction of heat from other parts of the tube. 
chemist, zoologist, and physicist, who are styled "Lee's I The calorimeter was next placed on tl1e wide part of the 
Readers." No part of Dr. Lee's bequest is now assigned to medical Geissler tube, but not surrounding the electrode, which was 
studies though it should be stated that the present application 16·5 mm. from the calorimeter. In this case, also, a larger 
of Dr.' Lee's fund has obtained Parliamentary sanction. quantity of heat was developed near the negative electro :!e 

ON THE THERMAL PHENOMENA PRODUCED 
BY THE PASSAGE OF ELECTRICITY 
THROUGH RAREFIED GASES 1 

A PORTION of the experiments described in this paper were 
made before the publication of \Viedemann's experiments 

or, the same subject. The authors state that if they had known 
of the work of the German physicist they would probably not 
have undertaken the investigation, but they have continued the 
experiments and think them worthy of description as the methods 
cr..tployed differ from those. of • . . 

The apparatus used cons1sted of ord111ary Ge1ssler tubes, tne 
electrodes being in wide tubes connected by a narrow one. A 
la:-ge Ruhrakorff:s coil with a secondary wire Ioo,ooo metres in 
!e;wth was set in action by t>vo large Bunsen cells, and the 

vvas n1ade and broken by 4! Foucault's interrupter. In 
order to n1easure the indnced current a reflecting galvano1neter 
was employed, being placed at such a distance from the coil 
that the effect of the electro-magnet on the needle was very 
smail ; this slight deviation was, however, applied as a cor· 
rcction in ali the readings. It was first proved that the current 
iucluccd c.n completing the primary circuit was incapable of 
pa"in .,. through the Geissler tube, fvr the galvanometer needle 
\ms equally deflected whether placed in the secondaq circuit 
o'· not, indicating that the movement of the needle was due 
solely to the direct action of the magnet of the coil ; oa the 
cGntrary, \\·hen the primary circuit was broke!•, 
deflection of the needle occurred when the gah3nometer was 111 
tlv.: secondary circuit, ancl a slight one, but in the opposite 
direction, when the needle was influenced by the of 
the coil alone. 

Tubes containing chlorine, carbonic anhydride, and hydrogen, 
were employed in the experiments, the electrodes being soldered 
to the wires from the coil by means of \\' ood's fusible alloy. 
T he nauow part of the tube was placecl in a copper cylinder 
containing water, or preferably mercury, in which a delicate 
thermooeter was immersed, the defl ection of the galvanometer 
was read every thirty seconds, and the thermometer every 
minute. When the current indicated by the galvanometer was 
greatest the increase of temperature was most rapid, but the 
important fact shown by these experiments is that in every case 
the rise of temperature divided by the deflection is a constant. 
Unfortunately the different constants are not comparable, as the ' 
experiments were not made with the same tnbe containing the 
different gases at known pressures, bnt with different tubes of 
nearly the same sizes; but the pressures of the gases are not 
given. 

Some experiments were undertaken to determine the heating 
effects in the neighbourhood of the electrodes. For this purpose 
the upper end of a Geissler tube containing chlorine was placed 
in the calorimeter, the latter surrounding the part of the tube 
containing the platinum wire. 'When the electrode was negative 
about eight times more heat was developed than when it was 
positive. As the quantity of heat produced when the electrode 
wa> positive was very small the relation between the deflection 
of the galvanometer and the rise of temperature was not so 
regular in the different experiment$ as in the other case ; and 
when the electrode was negative it was observed that the qn,.n · 

1 By Dr. Naccari and :M. Belbti (vol. iv. ser. v., degli Atti del R. /nsti· 
tuto veneto de Sciettce, ed Arti). 

than near the positive, but the ratio was only 4·9. When a 
portion of the narrow part of the tube was placed in the calori. 
meter, that near the negative electrode was slightly more heated 
than the other portion. When a tube containing hydrogen was 
used similar results were obtained, but the difference between 
the quantities of heat at the two ends was very much less than 
in the case of chlorine. 

The next series of experiments was made to determine the 
effect of different diameters of tube. For this purpose aU-tube 
containing air of the pressure of two mm. was used, one 
limb of the tube having a sectional area of 36'3 square mm., 
the other 12 ·6 square mm., both limbs being surrounded by 
calorimeters. The quantity of heat developed in the narrow 
tube was only very slightly greater than in the other, the ratio 
being about 1 · r. By using another tube with the areas of rr6·9 
square mm. and 4· 5 a similar result was found, hut in this ca'e 
the ratio was not greater than I ·z. 

l-/OTES FROM NEW ZEALAND 
THE following notes have been sent us from Ne1r Zeabnd 

by Mr. T. H. Potts, of Ohinitahi :-

llfao;·i Food Feast.-At the great meeting of Ki11gite nati ves 
convened by Tawhaio to meet Sir George Grey and the H o:l. 
Native Minister, amoilgst ''ofher very interesting incidents 
the food feast which was held at Hikurangi on May 8. 

A procession formed of several hundreds of women, e:.ch 
carrying a neatly woven baskd filled with food, 
through the village till it arrived opposite to Sir George Grey's 
tent ; at a given signal the baskets were placed on the ground 
and stacked into a huge heap. The presentation of each arti cle 
of food was accompanied with an appropriate chant or ng.)ri, 
with dancing ancl facial contortions of an extraordinary cha
racter, many of the most ancient persons of different h:lpns 
taking part in the celebration. 

Amongst the various articles of vegetable foocl in sea3on \\ 'as 

offered:-
Po!ma. -The root of Couz'O!vulus sepium, as flo,;-ery a3 a 

potato with a slightly bitter taste. 
Sowthist!e.-Sonchus oleraceus. The Hauhaus, when co!U· 

pelled to use cooked sowthistle, found to their surprise they did 
not lose condition on this spare diet. 

Para.-The thick solid scale from the rootstock of the grand 
fern Marattia .fraxinea. This edible was pinkish or pale 
when cut, solid, tough, almost tasteless, with a slightly bitter 
flavour. 

.!lfamaku.-This esculent appeared in thick junks of about a 
foot in length; it is the mucilaginous pith of the great black 
tree-fern Cyathea medu!/aris. It was presented ready dressed , 
was soft, very sweet to the palate. . .. 

Roi.-The rhizome or root of the bracken Pltrzs aqudma, 
var. tsculmta. It was offered in the uncooked state, in which 
it is usually kept ready for use. 

Tawha . .:._The prepared berries of a common forest tree 
Nesodaphne tawha. . 

Hakeke.-The Jew' s-ear fungus Himeo!a auricula-:Juda. It 1s 
found in the forests of Pirongia; that which grow; on t!te 
Karaka is most esteemed. 

Ott Mon Remai11s There has been so warm a controver;y 
as to the probable_ the extinction of the dinornis, that 
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c,ny rel iable fact connected with the remains of the wonderful 
animals may be of value to the biological student.§ 

On the low hills and flats north-east of the o-oro-e of the 
Rakaia, from 1854 to 1858, there were of gizzard
stones lying in small heaps on the surface of the ground; for 
years no one collected them for scientific purposes, but boys or 
bush-hands sometimes turned over the heaps, and picl<ed out a 
"few pretty ones '' that happened .to take their fancy. 

In April, 1857, with two friends, I went up the course of the 
Rakaia, followed the S3uthern stream, then through the country 
west of Mount Hutt and Mount Somers, returned to the 
" plains" by the Ash burton or Haketere River ; this was then 
all new country, not taken up. On the southern side of the 
A shbm·ton or Haketere River, on the flats above the gorge, a 
vast number of moa b:mes lay exposed otz the surfizce of tlze soil; 
after I had taken up a run there, I used frequently to pick up 
specimens from amongst the;e bones and throw them into heaps, 
with the view of making a ;election therefrom at some future 
time. 

It may be worth mentioning that near that spot, at :l now well
known place called "Paddle Hill," I found a paddle made of 
totana (Potiocarpus totmta), with a longer handle and much 
broader blade than any hoe that I have seen used by natives ; 
it seemed too large for a p01ddler kneeling or squatting; it had 
probably been u; ed t ;:, prupel a m3ki or raft. 

The Pahu.-The Hauhau.; at the Hikurangi meeting were 
called t o their place of wor>hi p by the beating of the pahu ; it 
is a long, sonorous piece of wood, made (when p :>ssible) from 
an aromatic tree called porokaiwhiria t!mtata). lt 
is hung from a cross pole a t either end by a fork ed 
slick . The sonnd may be heard to an extraordinary distance. 
It is produced from this rough kind of wooden drum being beaten 
on its edges by several persons furnished with short batons. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE 

THE C!lmbridge Syndicate appointed to consider the 
higher mathematical studies and examinations of the uni versity 
have is<;ued a further report in which they state that they have 
been led by the observations of members of the Senate in the 
Arts School, and by the results of the voting on the _scheme 
of examination recommended in their report of March-- to 
believe that in the opinion of the Senate the examination in 
Part III. of the Mathematical Tripos should be indepe ndent of 
the preceding part>, and also that the Senate would be averse to 
any scheme in which it was not provided that all the subjects 
should be included in the examinations of each year. They have 
framed regulations in accordance with these principles in substi
tution for those rejected by the Senate on May 29, under which 
it is provided that from the results of the examination in Parts 
I. and II., the candidates shall be arranged in order of merit as 
\Vranglers, Senior Optimes, and Junior Optimes. Only 
Vi/rauglers a re to be admitted to the examination in Part III., 
and from the re;ult of the examination in that part only, the 
Moderators and Examiners shall publish in three division>, 
each di vi;ion arranged alpha betically, a list of those examined 
and. ap proved. Power is given to the Moderators and Exa· 
miners to place in the first division any candidate who has shown 
eminent proficiency in the subjects of any one group in Schedule 
III. In each of the papers in book work in Part III. a limit is 
to be fixed to the numLer of que»tions to which any candidate 
shall be permitted to send in answers, such limit to be printed at 
the head of each paper. T he subjects ili Part III. are grouped 
in four divisions. Group A con;ists of differential equations, 
calculus of variations, higher algebra, higher parts of theory of 
equations, higher analytical geometry (plane and solid), finite 
differences, higher definite integrals, elliptic functions, theory of 
chances, including combination of observations. Group B, 
Laplace's and allied fun ctions, attractions, higher dynamic", 
Newton's "Principia," book i. sec. ix. -xi., lnnar atid planetary 
theori es, figure of tbe Earth , preceS>ion and nutation. Group C, 
hyd rodynamics, including waves and tide, sound, physical optics, 
vibrations of strings and elastic solids. Group D, expre •· 
sion of by or integrals, in volving sines and 
co., ine>, thermodynamics, conduction of heat, electricity, magne· 
tism . From the discttsswn which took place on the subject on 
November 2, opinion seems to he pretty much divided at 
Cambridge as to the advisability of the proposed alterations. 

A POST·M.\STERSHI P at JIIerton College, Oxford, for N atmal 
Science, has been awarded to Mr. Geo. Howson, a pupi l of 
Giggleswick School. 

SCIE NTIFIC SERIALS 

11-femorie della S!Jcidtl degli Spettroscopisti .ftaliatzi, April, 18']"8, 
contains a table' showing the solar spots and faculre for each day of 
observation for the months of January, February, and March 1877. 
A note by Prof. Tacchini on the solar spots of the first three 
months of 1877, compared with those of the >arne months in 
1878.-An account of the observations of solar prominences 
made at Palermo during the first three months of the present 
year.-Drawings of the chromosphere for the months of March, 
April, May, and June, 1871. 

May.-This number contains full accounts of the transit of 
Mercury of May 6, 1878, as observed at Rome, with notes on 
the sani.e by Respighi, St. Ferrari, Millosevich, and Tacchini. 
-Drawings of the chromosphere for June and July 1871. 

June.-Tables of solar spots and faculre for April and May, 
_1878.-Note on the spots and solar eruptions of April, May, and 
June, 1878, by Prof. T acchini. - A long paper on a cacse for 
the appearance of bright lines in the solar spectrum, by ]\Jr. 
Meldola. 

]uly.-A paper containing tables of the solar prominences 
at Palermo in April, May, and June, 1878, by Prof. 

T._cchim.--A long paper by Schiaparelli en the observations of 
the rotation and topography of the phnet Mars made at :Milan 
during the opposition of rsn. 

August-Spectroscopic observations of the chromo,phere made 
at Palermo d_uring the mo11ths of April, May, and June, 1878. 
Tables showmg the nu mber of protuberances and spots on the sun 
for each day of observation for the months of August, Sep
tember, October, November,_ and December, as seen at Rome, 
w1th notes thereon.-Dra.wmgs of the chromosphere for the 
last part of July, 1871, m2de at Palermo. 

Bulldi11 de l'A cadlmie Royale de Belgique, No. 7, 1878.--It 
has been affirmed by more than one observer that durino
aurora' boreales, the intemity of scintillation of stars Las 
considerably increased; a singular influence, if real. M. Mon-
tigny, testing such staten1ents, observed t\vice such an increase 
(0n the nights of A pril 5, 1870, and June 1, 1878). H e notes 
the fact that this increase coincided with a lowerincr of tem· 
pera ture of the c.ir in the locality. In the one this fa ll 
occurred exactly at the moment of the aurora and observation 
of the scintillation; in the other case it preceded the aurora, 
but was more marked the night of it, and a few hours 
after of the increase in question. He conoiders 
the increase due to the cooling, which· must hJ.ve affected fi;st 
the upper regions of the atmosphere through which the stars' 
rays pass; and this ap·ees with the fact that the stars 
furthest above the horizon showed tbe increase most.
MM._ Spring and Durand study some obscure points in the com
po>rtlon of oxygenated compounds of nitroo-en. Findincr that the 

of reac_tion, with of the hcdy formed b y actio.n 
of chlonne on mtnte of silvet·, are exclusively nitric acid and 
chlorhydric acid, their snrmise was verified that the chlorine is 
substituted for the silver of the nitrite, atom for atom formino

c?loride. H ence the structure of the group of 
acrd 1s mferred to be the same as that of its correspondent nitrous 
acid, and the rational fonnul::e oi these two substances must be 

' written respectively HO.N = 0 and HO.O- N = 0. M. 
Melsens seeks to refute III. du Moncel's statements about the 
cost of his system of lightning-cond uctors, as applied to the 
Hotel de Ville, in Brussels, and criticises the instructions of the 
Paris Commission for erecting conductors on public buildings. 
-Some letters in a controversy between !II. du Monee] and 
MM. Navez on tbe theory of the telephone, appear in this 
number.-M. Malaise announces the d iscovery of Brachiopoda 
of the genus Lingula in the Cambrian formation of Stavelot. 

No. 8.-The digestion o f albuminoicls in some invertebrates 
forms the subject of a p:tper here from Dr. Fredericq. From a 
combinat!on of his reoult s with got by Hoppe-Seyler and 
Plateau, 1t appears that the mechan1sm of digestion is the same 
throughout the animal kingdom, and the transformation of food 
in invertebrates is effected throngh substances that have the 
greatest similarity to the digestive ferments of vertebrates (snlu· 
bilityin water, precipitation by alcohol). Digestion bymenns of 
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